Battle Town Council
Plan for the use of CIL Funds
21 June 2022
Introduction
The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a tax that local authorities charge on most new developments
in their area. The levy is not payable on social housing or self-builds, for example.
Battle Town Council(BTC) receives either 15% or 25% of the CIL for developments taking place within
the Parish of Battle (local CIL), with Rother District Council(RDC) receiving the remaining 85% or 75%
(strategic CIL). The percentage is dependent upon whether the Neighbourhood Plan had been made
when planning consent for the development was granted.
CIL funding is used to support infrastructure improvements that the community will benefit from and
includes social, environmental and communications infrastructure. Priority for CIL funding will be given
to infrastructure needed as a result of the development that has generated a CIL payment.
Process for allocation of funding
In line with the Council’s CIL Policy, this 5-year rolling Plan for the use of CIL funds will be reviewed
annually.
This Plan includes the current status of the potential projects (Appendix A) that are listed with the
Council’s CIL Policy. The list is compiled from the Council’s 4-year Plan, Standing Committee Action Plans,
Neighbourhood Plan and suggestions from the annual Call for Need to all residents.
The CIL Policy does allow for some flexibility, though, because the community’s needs and priorities
change, which may result in a new project being considered for funding between the annual reviews.
The live CIL Funding Report (Appendix B), together with a forecast of future CIL funds (Appendix C), is
required in order to allocate funds against each potential project.
Following an assessment of all potential projects using the Assessment Form attached to the CIL Policy,
the Finance & General Purposes Committee’s recommendations regarding the allocation of CIL funds is
recorded against each project, together with the rationale. Council’s decisions are also recorded in this
Plan. (Appendix D - Recommendations for the allocation of CIL funding for potential projects)
Projects may be fully funded, part funded, have future receipts ring-fenced or not funded. Projects that
are not funded will remain on the list for consideration in the future.
CIL receipts from Netherfield developments are ringfenced for projects to benefit Netherfield.
If BTC is working towards a project in partnership with another organisation and funding is not provided
by that partner or an offer of funding is withdrawn, the project may not be progressed.
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Summary of CIL allocation and spending to 2022/23
Year

Items

2017/18

Allocated (A)
or spent (S)
£1082.00 (S)

2018/19
2019/20
2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

Amount
Received
£3,432.00
£0

Topographical survey for Steps to Ramp
project
Landscape architect fees for Steps to Ramp
Feasibility study for surface hardening at
Coronation Gardens
Skate ramp
Pavilion rebuild
Swings, inc. for disabled
Footpath resurfacing
Steps to Ramp project
Pavilion rebuild
Feasibility study for footway* from Harrier
Lane to Battle great Wood
Feasibility study for footway* from
Netherfield Stores to Village Hall
Pavilion rebuild
Access for All – footbridge at Battle
Railway Station

£650.00 (S)

£6,029.02

£1,200 (S)

£84,724.77

£500 (S)
£20,000 (S)
£5,000 (S)
£4,500 (S)
£22,000 (S)
£5,000 (S)
£5,000 (A)

£49,074.48

£101,320.27

£500 (A)
£500 (A)
£100,000 (A)
£20,000 (A)

* study to include possibility of shared path
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Summary of CIL allocation for 2022/23 onwards by project

Battle Civil Parish

Almonry improvements
PWLB funding was used for the Almonry project. This project will be deleted from the list.
Car parks / park-and-ride
Reconsider at next assessment
Coronation Gardens verge parking
Reconsider at next assessment
Extend footway along Marley Lane on south side between Harrier Lane and Battle Great Wood up to the
western end of BW67b.
Allocate future funds
Rebuild the pavilion in the Recreation Ground to provide modern changing facilities, a clubroom and a
refreshment area that will act as a community hub.
Fund as soon as possible
Pedestrian access from Blackfriars to Battle railway station.
Reconsider at next assessment
Provide a ramped path between Bowmans Drive and Mountjoy to enable wheelchair and pushchair
users to access the town centre avoiding the A2100.
Allocate future funds
Introduce additional controlled crossings at strategic locations, e.g. Battle Hill
Reconsider at next assessment
Introduce 20mph zones.
Reconsider at next assessment
Traffic calming in key areas
Reconsider at next assessment
Work towards the reclassification of the A2100 to a C road between the Ten-sixty-six Roundabout and
Queensway in order to reduce usage by HGVs and through traffic.
Allocate future funds
Seek to establish a safe shared use footpath route
Fund as soon as possible
Complete the Battle Schools Greenway
Reconsider at next assessment
Improve footpaths and bridleways to all year round usage; surface hardening of inner-urban footpaths
in line with P&T recommendations
Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
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Improve rural footpaths and bridleways to all year round usage
Stop
Improve access to Mansers Shaw for pushchairs and wheelchair users by widening the bridge across the
stream and constructing a stone path with suitable gradient to bypass the steps.
Refer back to Environment Committee

Summary of CIL allocation for 2022/23 onwards by project

Netherfield

Footway from Netherfield Café, Shop & Post Office to the Village Hall (and on to the Church).
Fund as soon as possible
Footway between Darvel Down and NE NS102 (White House former poultry farm – site for housing
development), via NE01 (land to the south of Darvel Down – between Darvel Down and B2096).
Reconsider at next assessment
Work towards the provision of a public car park in Netherfield.
Reconsider at next assessment
Work towards the provision of an adequate part-time Doctor’s surgery.
Stop
Work towards the provision of a part-time Pharmacy and other health facilities.
Stop
Introduce 20mph zones
Reconsider at next assessment
Access for all at Battle Railway Station - additional (external) project
Allocate future funds
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Summary of CIL fund allocation for 2022/23 onwards by decision
The following projects will be funded as soon as possible:
Project
Pavilion rebuild
Shared Use Pathway Route Saxonwood/Park Lane
Footway - Netherfield shop to
village hall

Cost
£765,744*
£200,000

CIL contribution
£100,000
Unspecified

Comments
* updated cost June 2022

Unknown

Unknown

ESCC feasibility study being
undertaken

The following projects will be allocated funds in future:
Project
Footway - Harrier Lane to
Battle Great Wood
Steps to Ramp - Bowmans
Drive to Mountjoy
Reclassification of A2100
Access for all at Battle Railway
Station

Cost
Unknown

CIL contribution
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown
£4.5m - £5m

Unknown
£20,000

Comments
ESCC feasibility study being
undertaken
Survey received and
options being discussed
Pollution study agreed
BTC support for DfT grant additional (external) project

The following projects will be funded if there are sufficient CIL receipts:
Project

Cost

CIL contribution

Comments

The following projects will be funded in future if expected CIL receipts allow:
Project
Improvement of urban
footpaths

Cost
Unknown

CIL contribution
Unknown

Comments
Project underway on P&T
Action Plan

The following projects will be removed from the list:
Project
GP surgery at Netherfield
Health facilities & pharmacy at Netherfield
Wheelchair access to Mansers Shaw
Rural footpaths & bridleways
Almonry project

Comments
Alternative solution sought
Alternative solution sought
Referred back to Environment Committee
ESCC responsibility
PWLB funding

Remaining projects will be reconsidered at the next assessment.
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Appendix A
Current status of potential projects for possible funding or part-funding (2022/23 onwards)
Battle Civil Parish
Almonry improvements
A PWLB loan was used to fund the Almonry project. This project can be deleted from the list.

Car parking
Car parks / park-and-ride
This project has not been progressed by P&T and land has not been identified.
Coronation Gardens verge parking
This project was initiated through Full Council in September 2020. Council commissioned a feasibility
study from ESCC Highways at a cost of £500 to be taken from CIL funds. A report offered five options:
Option 1 - Remove the on-street parking over the affected sections by Traffic Order;
Option 2 - Provide a formal half-off / half-on parking arrangement;
Option 3 - Widen the road along one side to provide a formal 1.8m wide layby, retain the existing,
narrow, footways;
Option 4 - Widen the road along both sides, retaining the 4.8m road width, provide a 1.8m wide layby
on one side and provide minimum 2m wide footways both sides;
Option 5 – low-cost solution – repair damaged verges with an off-the-shelf product e.g. precast concrete
or recycled plastic units. Retain existing kerbing.
Based on the findings of the study, it was recommended that initial consideration be given to the
acquisition of additional land so that Option 3 could be developed to the next design stage. This would
enable a firmer idea of line, level and cost to be determined.
Estimated cost of delivering a scheme in the region of £110,000
Typical cost for design and supervision in the region of £25,000
Additional costs - any alterations to Statutory Undertakers apparatus.
- cost of acquiring additional land.
A one-way traffic system was suggested as an alternative solution.
Await the Healthy Streets Audit and also consider ways to increase biodiversity in the area.

Footways (pavements)
Extend footway along Marley Lane on south side between Harrier Lane and Battle Great Wood up to the
western end of BW67b.
Before such projects can be considered by ESCC, a feasibility study would be required. Depending on the
outcome, the project could then go through a staged process by ESCC to consider their suitability for
match-funding from Local CIL.*
A recommendation that F&GP commissions a feasibility study from ESCC Highways at a cost of £500 to
be taken from CIL funds has been agreed by Council. Ways that a footway may be achieved will be
forwarded to ESCC.
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Pavilion re-build
Rebuild the pavilion in the Recreation Ground to provide modern changing facilities, a clubroom and a
refreshment area that will act as a community hub.
This project has received planning permission and costs are known, though an updated cost is being
sought following the increase in costs due to the pandemic and Brexit.
In July 2021, the Football Foundation(FF) was still willing to consider an application and will keep in touch
with BTC.
BTFC currently has senior football, walking football and running; is starting youth football and is in talks
regarding disability football. BTFC is wanting to expand its offer to include walking for health and other
sports, which will aid funding applications. BTFC has obtained Community Amateur Sports Club status
and wants to inspire residents to take part in sport to increase health and social wellbeing. Through grant
funding for training, volunteers have undertaken courses in Coaching, Health & Safety and Defibrillator
Use to support the club’s ambitions. The new pavilion will support the club’s desire to encourage a
healthy lifestyle for all. BTFC is hoping to be playing at a level that could attract Football Stadia grant
funding in the very near future.
At the meeting with Football Foundation, FA, BTC & Step Up Sports Consultant in July, the FF was
concerned that BTC has only put in £30k towards the project so far. (A further £5k has been agreed for
last financial year (2021/22) and there is also £7,500 in EMR for the café.) We need to prove that we can
find partnership funding towards the project.
Costs using round numbers
Demolition and rebuilding
£687,040*
Contingency
£68,704
Professional fees
£10,000
(estimate)
* This figure has increased due to time and issues related to Covid
* This is without VAT as it was agreed that BTC will apply for an Option to Tax
Potential Funding
Football Foundation
£250,000
(maximum possible, less fundraiser’s fees)
BTC
£30,000
to 31 March 2022
£5,000
agreed in 2022/23 budget from CIL
£7,500
in EMR for café
BTC Local CIL
£100,000
requested by Environment Committee **
RDC Strategic CIL
£500,000
match funding***
** Discussed by F&GP, but decision is for Council
*** Figure revised from £400,000 by the Environment Committee. It has been suggested that RDC match
funding will not have to be pound-for-pound.
Reasons to seek RDC support include:
The facility will be used by residents of Rother, not just Battle
Increased Rec use requires better WC facilities
The facility will support football & sport aims of RDC
The facility will provide a community hub that will support mental health and well-being in the
fresh air for Rother residents.
A fundraiser is currently making initial applications to Sport England and the National Lottery
Partnerships Fund.
The Co-op may be a source of funding as it supports local projects.
(BTFC contributes to the pavilion project by paying £650 towards the cost of pitch improvements each
year. The club currently pays no pitch or pavilion fees in return for Pitch Improvement Grant. The PIP is
needed for promotion to access Football Stadia funding. Promotion requires improved changing and
pitch-side facilities.)
The conclusion in the report resulting from the questionnaire in the 2021 Annual Report stated: Local
people were overwhelmingly in support of provision of a new Pavilion, Cafe and Clubroom/Meeting
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Room, and felt that the new facilities would increase their usage, improve their physical and mental
wellbeing and promote better community cohesion.

Pedestrian access
Pedestrian access from Blackfriars to Battle railway station.
To be discussed with RDC and Alliance Homes (Rother) regarding plans, funding and possible 106
funding. No action at present.
Provide a ramped path between Bowmans Drive and Mountjoy to enable wheelchair and pushchair
users to access the town centre avoiding the A2100.
A survey report has been received and further options are being explored and will be discussed with
RDC/ESCC for acceptability.
Road safety - crossings
Introduce additional controlled crossings at strategic locations, e.g. Battle Hill
ESCC stage 1 assessment for a crossing at Battle Hill has been passed.
The Local Transport Schemes Manager, Strategic Economic Infrastructure, ESCC responded that they
have now instructed East Sussex Highways to commence the detailed design for the proposed crossing
on Battle Hill and for the associated works that would be off-highway (within the filling station forecourt)
and to undertake the legal discussions/draft agreements that would be necessary both for the
construction and the future maintenance of off-highway infrastructure.
This is a very unusual pedestrian crossing scheme by virtue of it serving only a private establishment
with no onward-highway linkage for pedestrians elsewhere on Battle Hill. The nature of the
carriageway/footway width, traffic volume and gradient all make the detailed design much more
complex and expensive and so I’m pleased that we have been able to allocate some of our limited capital
funding to this next stage.
Until the detailed design work and other negotiations are progressed, it isn’t possible to arrive at an
accurate figure for the project (both the design and the future construction) but based on other
controlled crossings delivered elsewhere in the County, the figure will be in excess of £200K. We do not
yet have funding allocated behind the design phase and so this is a matter for further discussion.
Road safety - speed reduction
Introduce 20mph zones.
The starting point for all new highway schemes is to submit a request to the County Council to undertake
an initial assessment (High Level Sift) which will consider what previous requests there have been, how
the request scores relative to all other requests we receive, and how it scores against the objectives of
the current Local Transport Plan. Depending on the score achieved, the request may warrant a Detailed
Appraisal to determine whether it could be delivered and funded through a future annual capital
programme for local transport improvements.
The request could come from Battle TC to transport.planning2@eastsussex.gov.uk and should set out
precisely the location and extent of the 20mph zones in Battle and Netherfield. All new speed limits are
subject to strict national and local criteria, and require support from Sussex Police who will be
responsible for supporting the speed limit.
Very difficult to provide a cost without knowing the location and extent for the 20mph zones. 20mph
speed limits can be introduced on some roads by virtue of signing/road markings only – this is where
existing traffic speeds average 24mph or lower. Where 20mph average speeds are higher than this,
additional physical measures are required to engineer down the average speeds to make the 20mph
speed limit self-enforcing. Signed-only speed limits are much cheaper to introduce but will still incur
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speed surveys, design work, preparation and advertising of Traffic Regulation Orders so can be in the
tens of thousands depending on extent. Schemes which require extensive physical features such as build
outs or speed cushions can be hundreds of thousands depending on extent – so we would need to
understand the extents first.
Traffic calming in key areas
Agreement has not yet been reached with ESCC regarding 1st area for consideration
As for 20mph zones, difficult to say without knowing the locations and extents, but traffic calming
schemes that involve physical features such as cushions or build-outs will be expensive and likely in the
hundreds of thousands. Costs can only be accurately determined once a survey and design have been
carried out but it may be possible for a feasibility study to provide an outline figure.
Road safety - traffic reduction
Work towards the reclassification of the A2100 to a C road between the Ten-sixty-six Roundabout and
Queensway in order to reduce usage by HGVs and through traffic.
A recommendation that F&GP commissions a baseline pollution study using CIL funds has been agreed
by Council.
Shared use routes
Seek to establish a safe shared use footpath route
Saxonwood Road to Battle Abbey shared use path – an order of cost of approximately £200,000 is likely.
Currently unknown whether planning consent is required.
In terms of progress made so far, we have developed a semi-technical document describing the route
and its features, and have informed all relevant neighbours and landowners along the route. We have
had responses from most of them (most critically, the important/showstopper ones have replied), and
so far, they are all supportive of the project.
Looking forwards, the plan is to look at the sum of money needed, look for funding sources, then look
more closely at physical plans and have more detailed discussions with landowners, service providers,
etc. At a very rough guess, it will take another year to get anywhere near the point where a 'ready to
build' plan is in place.
The Working Group recommended that Council formally gives its support for the project with high
priority to be sent to ESCC for consideration for funding through the ESCC LCWIP, possibly from the DfT
Active Travel fund.
In parallel with the main path is the gateway breaking through to Tills Yard and the High Street, although
progress on one project should not interfere with progress on the other.
Complete the Battle Schools Greenway
Permission for the route across some private land is not yet secured. This project is on ESCC’s Desirable
List.
Urban footpaths and bridleways
Improve footpaths and bridleways to all year-round usage; surface hardening of inner-urban footpaths
in line with P&T recommendations
This project is already underway on P&T Action Plan. The Town Clerk has reported that quotes can be
obtained from the two contractors providing costs for the existing footpath resurfacing.
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Rural footpaths and bridleways
Improve footpaths and bridleways to all year-round usage
These are the responsibility of ESCC.
In relation to the 1066 footpath, ESCC accept that this is their responsibility, but it will not be a high
priority. Matthew did speak with the tenant farmer and suggest some minor remedial actions that may
help. The Town Clerk has emailed English Heritage to set up a further meeting with the farmer as it is
suspected that water from the EH car park is exacerbating the issue since their improvement works.

Wheelchair access to Mansers Shaw
Improve access to Mansers Shaw for pushchairs and wheelchair users by widening the bridge across the
stream and constructing a stone path with suitable gradient to bypass the steps.
A quote from TVC to create a wider bridge to allow access to Mansers Shaw has been accepted for
funding from the Environment Committee budget.
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Netherfield
Footways (pavements) -Improve footway provision in and beyond Netherfield village centre to
encourage walking:
Footway from Netherfield Café, Shop & Post Office to the Village Hall (and later on to the Church).
Before such projects can be considered by ESCC, a feasibility study, costing £500, would be required for
each project. Depending on the outcome, the projects could then go through a staged process by ESCC
to consider their suitability for match-funding from Local CIL. *
A recommendation that F&GP commissions a feasibility study from ESCC Highways for a footway from
the shop to the Village Hall initially at a cost of £500 to be taken from CIL funds has been agreed by
Council.
Footway between Darvel Down and NE NS102 (White House former poultry farm – site for housing
development), via NE01 (land to the south of Darvel Down – between Darvel Down and B2096).
P&T will request that Section 106 funds to take this project forward is made when the planning
application is considered. This project could then be deleted from the list.
Car parking
Work towards the provision of a public car park in Netherfield (e.g. opposite the school with “in and out”
parking).
This project has not been progressed by P&T and land has not been identified.
GP surgery
Work towards the provision of an adequate part-time Doctor’s surgery.
Neither of the two General Practices in Battle wish to provide satellite surgeries in surrounding villages.
Setting up such sites requires a duplication of manpower, equipment, IT etc. that could be better used
to improve or expand their current services.
As it is extremely unlikely that this project would come to fruition, difficulties of accessing services would
be reduced through the provision of a 2-hourly bus service, perhaps an extension of the current 95
service.
Health facilities and pharmacy
Work towards the provision of a part-time Pharmacy and other health facilities.
Neither of the two General Practices in Battle wish to provide satellite surgeries in surrounding villages.
Setting up such sites requires a duplication of manpower, equipment, IT etc. that could be better used
to improve or expand their current services.
As it is extremely unlikely that this project would come to fruition, difficulties of accessing services would
be reduced through the provision of a 2-hourly bus service, perhaps an extension of the current 95
service.
Road safety - traffic reduction
Introduce 20mph zones. NOTE: Possibly with some speed control humps.
The starting point for all new highway schemes is to submit a request to the County Council to undertake
an initial assessment (High Level Sift) which will consider what previous requests there have been, how
the request scores relative to all other requests we receive, and how it scores against the objectives of
the current Local Transport Plan. Depending on the score achieved, the request may warrant a Detailed
Appraisal to determine whether it could be delivered and funded through a future annual capital
programme for local transport improvements.
The request could come from Battle TC to transport.planning2@eastsussex.gov.uk and should set out
precisely the location and extent of the 20mph zones in Battle and Netherfield. All new speed limits are
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subject to strict national and local criteria, and require support from Sussex Police who will be
responsible for supporting the speed limit.
As above, signed-only speed limits are much cheaper to introduce but will still incur speed surveys,
design work, preparation and advertising of Traffic Regulation Orders so can be in the tens of thousands
depending on extent. Schemes which require extensive physical features such as build outs or speed
cushions can be hundreds of thousands depending on extent – so we would need to understand the
extents first.
* Note of explanation from Local Transport Schemes Manager, ESCC:
Access to local community funding won’t change the initial High Level Sift process as any scheme
proposal will need to accord with our LTP objectives irrespective of funding sources but where a scheme
proposal moves forward to the Detailed Appraisal stage, the availability of external funding towards the
overall cost does help it achieve a better value for money score. At the current time, however, it should
be noted that we are not putting any new schemes into the 22/23 capital programme for local transport
schemes as we are focusing on delivering schemes already committed to and which are funded through
time-limited SELEP funding. The delivery of these schemes was impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic
which limited our ability to carry out statutory consultations for much of 2020 and which we are now
delivering in a compressed time window. Town or Parish Councils can of course directly procure highway
improvement schemes by commissioning their own highway design consultants but schemes would
need to be delivered under a Section 278 agreement in association with ESCC’s Transport Development
Control team and would need to satisfy appropriate national/local design standards.
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Battle Town Council
Appendix B
Data from the live CIL Funding Report on 30 May 2022
Battle & Telham
Date in
2017/18

Sum in
£3,432.00

2018/19
2019/20

Nil
£6,029.02

2020/21

£84,724.77

Development
Unknown

23 North Trade Road
Tollgates
Lillybank

Date out
2019/20
2020/21

Sum out
£650.00
£1,200.00
£500.00

2021/22

£1,082

2021/22
2021/22
2021/22
2022/23

£3,418.00
£2,611.02
£13,511.48
£14,750.00
£5,000
£7,250
£5,000
£5,000

21/2022

£49,074.48

2022/23

£101,320.27

Use
Topographical survey for Steps to Ramp project
Landscape architect fees for Steps to Ramp project
Feasibility study for surface hardening at
Coronation Gardens
Double swing inc for disabled
Double swing inc for disabled
Skate ramp supply and installation
Skate ramp supply and installation
Urban footpath resurfacing
Pavilion rebuild – EMR
Urban footpath resurfacing
Steps to Ramp project EMR
Pavilion rebuild – EMR

Lillybank

Lillybank
Tollgates
North Trade Road, sth of
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Pavilion rebuild – EMR
Access for All – footbridge at Battle Railway Station

Sum remaining
Nil

Nil

£34,213.29
£49.074.48

£101,320.27
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Netherfield
Date in

Sum in

Development

Tranche

Date out

Sum out

Use

Sum remaining

A CIL charge is payable either within 60 days of the commencement of a development, or within the terms of an instalment policy set by the CIL charging authority. In Rother, CIL
is payable as follows:
Any amount less than £50,000
1 instalment
100% payable within 60 days of commencement
Amounts from £50,000 to £300,000
2 instalments
50% payable within 120 days of commencement
50% payable within 360 days of commencement (or upon completion of development if earlier)
Amounts over £300,000
3 instalments
30% payable within 60 days of commencement
35% payable within 420 days of commencement
35% payable within 660 days of commencement (or upon completion if earlier)
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Battle Town Council

Appendix C
CIL forecast
Battle & Telham
Development
Lilybank

CIL %
15%

Tranche*
1

Percentage

Blackfriars

15%

1
2
3

30%
35%
35%

Tollgates
Now affordable housing

Nil

Development
Asprey, Darvel Down

CIL %
15%

Tranche

Percentage

Date expected
2021/22

Date received
2021/22

Sum expected
?

£99,000
£115,000
£115,000

Netherfield
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?
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Appendix D
Recommendations for the allocation of CIL funding for potential projects
Battle Civil Parish
Project

Car parks / park-and-ride

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
None at this point in time
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

No land has been identified. This project is put on hold.

Decision by
Council
Project

Footways - Harrier Lane to Battle Great Wood

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[X] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Awaiting result of feasibility study

Decision by
Council
Project

Coronation Gardens VergeParking

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment
Feasibility study received; Healthy Streets audit awaited; further solution of one-way traffic
system suggested by F&GP for consideration.

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale
Decision by
Council
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Project

Pavilion Rebuild

Cost

£655,000 in 2019 - awaiting update
Total project cost
£100,000
Local CIL funding requirement
£100,000
Local CIL funding recommended
[X] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment
Post covid this is an extremely important facility for the benefit of health and social wellbeing. Impact of deferment:
Ever increasing cost; Disappointment to residents and sport users; Unsightly; Changing
facilities not fit for modern use; Preventing advancement of local football club.

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Decision by
Council
Project

Pedestrian access from Blackfriars to Battle Railway Station

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

In discussion, pending compulsory purchase. Impact of deferment:
People will form habit of using vehicles.

Decision by
Council
Project

Steps to Ramp - Bowmans Drive to Montjoy

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[X] Allocate future funds (specify financial year) 2023/24
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment
Safety of school children. Encouraging young people to walk, not rely on vehicles, and offer
certain independence in walking to school.

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale
Decision by
Council
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Battle Civil Parish (cont’d)
Project

Controlled crossing - Battle Hill

Cost

£200,000 plus
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment
Passed stage one of ESCC assessment. Now in design stage. Impact of deferment:
Risk of serious injury and death.

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale
Decision by
Council
Project

Introduce 20MPH zones

Cost

Tens of thousands of pounds
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Conflicting evidence of effectiveness of 20mph zones.

Decision by
Council
Project

Traffic calming in key areas

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Await results from Black Cat data

Decision by
Council
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Battle Civil Parish (cont’d)
Project

Reclassification of A2100

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[X] Allocate future funds (specify financial year) 2024/25
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Reduction of pollution in High Street. Improve traffic flow. Reduce HGV movement. Impact
of deferment:
Continued deterioration of the heritage buildings.

Decision by
Council
Project

Shared Use Pathway Route - Saxonwood Road/Park Lane

Cost

£200,000
Total project cost
Unspecified
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[X] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Form the basis for the schools’ greenway in the future. Safe route away from road.
Recommendation from P&T that Council considers a high priority for application for funding.

Decision by
Council
Project

Battle Schools Greenway

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Permission for the route across private land is not secured but on the ESCC desired list.
Assess success of Park Lane to Saxonwood Road shared use pathway.

Decision by
Council
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Battle Civil Parish (cont’d)
Project

Improvement of urban footpaths and bridleways

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[X] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Project underway on P&T Action Plan.

Decision by
Council
Project

Rural footpaths and bridleways

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment
STOP
Responsibility of East Sussex County Council

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale
Decision by
Council
Project

Wheelchair access to Mansers Shaw

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
Unknown
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment
STOP
A wider bridge is being funded by the Environment Committee. Recommend passing back
to Committee for the remainder of the project.

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale
Decision by
Council
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Battle Civil Parish (cont’d)
Project

Access for all at Battle Railway Station - additional (external) project

Cost

£4.5m - £5m
Total project cost
£20,000
Local CIL funding requirement
£20,000
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[X] Allocate future funds (specify financial year) 2024/25
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment
DfT Access for All programme for Battle Railway Station is in a favourable position in that it
has been offered third party funding and Battle is geographically distant from the nearest
railway station. The type of access has not been confirmed at this stage.

Recommendation
to Council

Rationale
Decision by
Council
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Netherfield
Project

Footways - Netherfield Café to Village Hall

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
Unknown
Local CIL funding recommended
[X] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Very important to Netherfield - Village Hall and field only area for local residents, but unsafe
access.
Pending result of feasibility study. Acknowledge that compulsory purchase of land may be
required.

Decision by
Council
Project

Footways- Darvel Down to Poultry Farm

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
Unknown
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council

Rationale

Very important to Netherfield for connectivity; particularly the school
P&T Committee needs to request S106

Decision by
Council
Project

Car park

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
Unknown
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

No land has been identified. This project is put on hold.

Decision by
Council
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Netherfield (cont’d)
Project

GP surgery

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
Unknown
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

STOP
No support from GP surgeries or Clinical Commissioning Group.
Difficulties of accessing services would be reduced through the provision of a 2 hourly bus
service.

Decision by
Council
Project

Health facilities and pharmacy

Cost

Unknown
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
Unknown
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[ ] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

STOP
No support from GP surgeries or Clinical Commissioning Group.
Difficulties of accessing services would be reduced through the provision of a 2 hourly bus
service.

Decision by
Council
Project

20MPH Zones

Cost

Tens of thousands of pounds
Total project cost
Unknown
Local CIL funding requirement
N/A
Local CIL funding recommended
[ ] Fund as soon as possible
[ ] Allocate future funds (specify financial year)
[ ] Fund if CIL receipts sufficient
[ ] Allocate future funds if expected CIL receipts allow
[X] Reconsider at next assessment

Recommendation
to Council from
F&GP
Rationale

Conflicting evidence of effectiveness of 20mph zones.

Decision by
Council
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